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Mother charged with sons murder
By JESSE HOLLAND
The Associated Press
UNION, S.C. - The mother who
said a carjacker dumped her on a
lonely road and drove off with
her two young sons in the back
seat confessed to killing the boys,
her arrest warrant shows.
Susan V.
Smith, who had
made tearful
pleas on
national television for th<
boys' return,
in custody and
will be charged
with two counts
of murder. Union County Sheriff
Howard Wells said.
The nine-day search for 3-yearold Michael and 14-month old
Alex, which stretched from
Georgia to Seattle, ended where

it began, in Lake John D. Long
near where Smith told police a
gunman forced her from the car
Oct. 25 and drove away with the
boys.
Michael and Alex died Oct. 25,
the arrest warrant says.
Hundreds of volunteers from
the small town torn by the disappearances had combed the
area.
Divers had searched the lake
several times during the past few
days, and police cordoned off the
area Thursday.
The identities of the bodies in
the burgundy 1990 Mazda would
have to be confirmed through an
autopsy, Wells said.
Smith was scheduled to be arraigned today.
He would not take questions
and did not discuss a possible
motive nor how investigators
were led to the lake where the
car was found.

There had been several reports
before the news conference that
Smith confessed.

"If she didn't want
those children, she
could have given
them to me or any
other mother in
Union. We would
have taken them."

dren, she could have given them
to me or any other mother in
Union. We would have taken
them," said Karen Huss, the
mother of two sons, ages 2 and 4.
On Wednesday, investigators
searched Smith's home and took
away several bags. Authorities
had refused to comment on what
they were looking for.

Karen Huss
a Union resident and mother of
two children

There also were reports that
Smith had taken a lie-detector
test and that the results were inconclusive.
Smith told authorities an
armed man jumped into her car
while she sat at a stop light in a
sparsely populated area at the
edge of town.

Dozens of people crowded
around the outside of the county
courthouse and many gasped as
The man ordered her to drive
Wells said she would be charged several miles, then forced her
out and took off with her two
with murder. Several sobbed.
"If she didnt want those chil- sons, she said.

AP pholW Mary Ann Chaiuia
Susan and David Smith address reporters during a news conference Wednesday in Union, S.C. Susan, who reported her two sons
missing after a car Jacking, was arrested Thursday and charged
with their murder.

Member of cabinet
resigns from USG

Fun fall frolicking

By Robin Coe
The BC News

1994 Homecoming King and is
also active in the Racism Reduction Center, which he co-founded
Undergraduate Student in January 1993.
Government's multicultural affairs coordinator resigned from
the organization because of personal reasons and other responsibilities.
Matt Boaz
Matt Boaz, multicultural
has been a
* affairs coordinator, is
member of the
the second in his
USG cabinet
for two months.
position to resign from
He replaced
USG in two months.
Kim Hess as
i Boaz said he left
the multiculj because of personal
tural affairs
reasons and time
coordinator
constraints.
when she re/
He
is very active in the
signed in September due to time
«. Racism Reduction
constraints.
Center and in the
He would not comment on his
Cultural Diversity
personal reasons for leaving
Players.
USG.
"I'm not afraid to say anything,
whether I am a member of an orHe decided to resign from USG
ganization or not. I just don't because of his involvement in the
have a comment," he said.
other organizations. Because the
However, Boaz did say other reduction center and USG both
commitments affected his de- required substantial commitcision to vacate the position.
Boaz is a three-year member of
the Cultural Diversity Players,
See BOAZ. page three.

USG Cabinet Member Resigns

Junior business major Kevin Kotula (left) and freshman elementary education major Rebecca Kost settle an argument In the most
reasonable fashion possible - throwing leaves at one another with

The BG Newt/Ron Weltzncr
reckless abandon In the courtyard In front of Williams Hall
Thursday night "We Just bad to vent some frustration," Kotula
said.

Olscamp unhappy with Mercer Report

BY THE NUMBERS

A look at statistics that shape the University.

Questionnaire aimed at uncovering staff pay, gender inequities
By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
University President Paul Olscamp told Administrative Staff
Council he was unhappy with the
commissioning of the Mercer
Report, but said the University
had little choice.
The Mercer Report is an evaluation of administrative staff positions for restructuring and
compensation.
"The U.S Department of Labor
is not happy with the pay inequities of some of the people who
have the title of director on this
campus," Olscamp told ASC at its
November meeting Thursday.
"As a result, they are requiring
us to do this or face heavy fines."
This is a classic example of the
federal bureaucracy meddling

where they are not needed, Olscamp said.
"It is true that various people
with the title of director have

members of administrative staff rector of personnel services,
expressed annoyance over Ols- said.
Several staff members excamp's comment that the Mercer
Report suggestions would not be pressed concern that they had
worked a long time making sure
their questionnaire was accurate
and said they now believe they
had wasted their time.
ASC Chairwoman Pat Green
said it would still be a good idea
Paul Olscamp to put a lot of time and effort into
the questionnaires.
University president
"We don't know for sure what
will be done with the Mercer Reinstituted during his presidency.
al University President Paul
The report is requiring all
members of the administrative Olscamp discusses many issues
staff to complete a detailed ques- with the Administrative Staff
Council / Page 5.
tionnaire explaining their jobs.
The questionnaire asked for
specific information and a composition of the Individual's position, John Moore, executive diSee COUNCIL, page three.

"It is true that various people with the title of
director have very different salaries, but they
are also performing very different jobs."

very different salaries, but they
are also performing very
different jobs," he said.
Olscamp said the Mercer Report would cost about $100,000.
However, he doubted any of their
recommendations would be instituted while he was president.
After Olscamp left, several
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The Men's Chorus members
sing and soak up the rays in their
hot tub in the Union Oval.

CITY
University students hosting a
party have a .variety of keg
distributors to choose from.
Pag.5- .
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1 ffigfa Olscamp From Start to Finish
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Graduate Students
Full-Time
Part-Time
Undergraduate Students
j

Full-Time
Part-Time
Minority Students
International Students
Non-Traditional Students

Source: Presidents Office

SPORTS
Sports writer Marty Fuller
explores the wonderful world of
ESPN's SpottsCenter.
w Page 7.

1,974
874
1,100
15,106
14,246
860
948
299
383

2,436
1,296
1,140
14,813
13,638
1,175
1,108
497
1,133
Tbi BG News/Jim Mcricsko

WEATHER
Mostly cloudy today with a
high in the lower 70s and
southwest winds 10 to 20 mph.
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E.A.R.
to the ground
' uns in Detroit. Guns in Chicago. Guns in New
I York. Guns in Bowling Green?
No.
We at E. A.R. have to ask ourselves what you need a
gun for in the Hill-less City. And 85 bullets? Where'd
she go bullet shopping? Big Lots?
Seriously, if you don't like the music, send your
roommate on a wild-goose chase and steal her CD
player.
But don't bring guns into our town. We won't tolerate it

• *•
Pigskin Picks. Just another reason to support our
theory: Germans love David Hasselhoff.

*•*
Well, we've made it past midterms and we're on
the downside of this fall '94 semester. If you've been
working diligently, then you can sit back and know
the bulk of the work is behind you.
If you've been slacking off and missing one too
many classes, you've got a lot of catching up to do.
But don't fret, because there's enough time to catch
up.
No matter what your academic standing, today is
the unofficial Sigh of Relief Day. In honor of this
most glorious day, all students are requested to let
off steam at 3:30 p.m. by doing nothing and taking it
easy for the next 24 hours.
***
Weekend Reality. Yet one more reason to support
our theory: Germans love David Hasselhoff.

• ••
It's really quite simple. If you leave your car door
unlocked in this day and age, you're just begging
some kleptomaniac to come along and consider the
contents of your car to be prime pickings.
Cassette tapes, radios, little statues of St. Christopher and fuzzy dice are all items which hold a high
price, if not a monetary value then a sentimental one.
The only thing the thieves seem to leave is The Club.

The BG News Staff
photo editor Ross Weil/ner
sports editor Mike Kazimore
assistant sports editor Marty Fuller
graphics editor Jim Mericsko
Weekend Reality editor Andy Dugan
special projects editor Robin Coe
assistant special projects editor Melissa Lipowski
copy chief Dawn Keller
assistant copy editor Cindy Williams
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Weekend Reality
managing editor
assistant managing editor
news editor
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sports editor
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Karaoke serves as racial catharsis
This week's story begins in the
costume and keg capital of the
world, Ohio University. Just like
every year at this time, my
friends and I journeyed south in
search of good times, free beer
and, of course, the girl I puked on
last year.
So after taking in a few "spirits" at a friend's house, the fateful moment had arrived. It was
time to suit up in our Halloween
apparel.
This year I was outfitted in
pure Halloween costume bliss.
I was wearing a spandex
"Superman" bodysuit. I was psyched, I was ready and I was going
to knock 'em dead.
I looked at the super suit's
label and my confidence began to
fade. The label read, "Not intended for children over 12."
So I proceeded to cram my
13-year-old body into this
12-year-old's costume. It wasn't
pretty. And it hurt.
I mean, there's nothing like a
few hours of spandex ass to reaffirm anyone's heterosexuality.
No matter.
Anyway, it wasn't too long
(four beers, two shots and a keg
stand to be exact) before I regained my ability to walk, as well
as my confidence.
We decided to trek on out to
Court Street and see how this
year's festivities were unfolding.
As I worked my way down the
street, I noticed a large group of
rowdies making a ruckus. And
what I saw was pretty darn depressing.
I looked over and saw a group
of white kids dressed as, get this,
toilet bowl heads, yelling racial
slurs.
The slurs were returned by a
group of black kids dressed as
toilet paper mummies.
This was just surreal.

you're black, and because I hear
you have big penises and you
might take my woman because I
have a less than adequate penis
and you're black...
These guys were real problemsolvers.
Then the toilet paper mummies
would yell, "Shut up, [slur]! Why
don't you come down here and do
something about it?"
Translation: I hate you because
your grandfathers hurt my
grandfathers and called them
names, so now I'm going to hurt
you and call you names and...
"What the hell is going on Now don't get me wrong, I'm
here?" I asked myself as people not saying any one person or
began to gather around the group is to blame, because we all
group.
are. And I'm not saying that eveFor Christ's sake, you'd think if rything is perfect, because it's
there were ever two groups that not. I'm simply saying that nothshould be able to get along, it's ing will ever be solved by calling
the toilet paper people and the each other names.
toilet bowl people.
However, not all is to be doom
What year is this? I mean, I'm and gloom. Although Halloween
not one of those people who be- left me broken and disillusioned.
lieve that we should constantly Devil's Night shone a bright bearehash what my grandfather did con of hope into my troubled
to your grandfather, but this is soul.
here and now.
This past Sunday evening the
One minute I'nywalking down entire city staff of The
the road looking for my vomit- Newsdecided it would be a good
laden vixen, and the next I'm Idea to pick up and head north to
confronted with a race war. Motor City.
What's wrong with this country?
We arrived in Detroit on
I guess there are a few things Devil's Night around 6 p.m. Since
that are so fundamentally stupid we're journalists we decided to
that I will just never understand look around for any sign of trouthem. Why you'd need 85 bullets ble.
and a gun "for protection" in And since we're journalists, we
your Bowling Green State Uni- looked around for an hour, found
versity dorm room is one. Ra- no trouble arid stopped off for a
cism is another.
beer.
I could almost tangibly feel the
So we were wandering around
underlying messages contained the "Greektown" section of Dein each racial slur.
troit when a mysterious melody
The toilet bowl heads would lured us into a local tavern.
yell, "You stupid, [slur]! Why
The Bar: the Athens Bar and
don't you come up here and do Grille.
something about it?"
The melody: karaoke, and lots
Translation: I hate you because of it.

Joe

Peiffer

We stopped in around 7 p.m.,
thinking we'd just grab a beer
and a gyro and promptly get back
to work.
And we proceeded to witness
the most impressive display of
karaoke talent since Milli and
Vanilli hung up their braids.
Deep soulful voices boomed
forth from the system. People
tapped along to the rhythm. And
we made friends with a guy
named Kevin who continually
tried to get us to sing "Celebration" by Kool and the Gang.
Pitcher No. 3 came just after a
60 year-old Greek man named
"Wild Bill" and his harmonica
"Slick" sang "SteamRoller
Blues" by James Taylor.
Pitcher No. 5 brought Kevin to
the stage for his first rendition of
the Kool and the Gang classic
The wackiness just kept rolling
on.
Around pitcher No. 10, we
looked around and noticed that
we were the only white people in
the bar. Of course, this was after
the police reporter Jimmy V. and
I signed up to sing the whitest
song on earth
The Proclaimers' "Five Hundred Miles."
Something magical happened
as we took the stage. It was a
catharsis of racial harmony. The
entire bar began to da-da-da-da
with us during the refrain. It was
beautiful.
Karaoke facilitates racial harmony.
It makes me smile.
Joe Peiffer is the City Editor
and a weekly columnist /orThe
News.
Any questions,
comments or concerns can be
addressed in a letter to The News
or to Joe on e-mail at jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu

MAN ON THE STRFFT

Are you planning on voting in Bowling Green?

372-2603
372-6967
372-6966
372-2952
372-2604
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0726
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in
the stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body,
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
intended for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any.
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.

"I am voting in Bowling
Green because I am more
aware of what goes on here,
and I want to vote no on State
Issue 4."

"I am not planning on voting
because I don't know enough
about the candidates who are
running this time."

Jeff Stefancic
Senior
Elementary Education

Melinda Dolence
Junior
Pre-Med

"I am voting in Bowling
Green because I live too far
away to know what is going
on at home in the political
races."
Christina Nickles
Freshman
Health Education

*'I didn't register to vote,
because I am not familar with
the issues in Bowling Green
yet. "

Christie Overy
Freshman
Accounting
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THEY
SAID IT
"They're spending seven billion, $8 billion ... to hoodwink the people of Ohio
into thinking this is a tax on food. It's
not. It's a pop tax."

ITHREE

J*

o

-Governor George Voinovich

m

Top Singles

ACROSS
THE NATION

Star stuck

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear in
next week's issue of
Billboard magazineReprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. I'll Make Love To
You, Boys n Men
(Motown)
2. All I Wanna Do,
Sheryl Crow (A&M)
3. Another Ntght, Real
McCoy (Arista)
4. Here Comes the
Hotstepper, Ini Kamoze
(Columbia)
5. Secret, Madonna
(Maverick)
6. Always, Bon Jovi
(Mercury)
7.1 Wanna Be Down,
Brandy (Atlantic)
8. Never Lie, Immature
(MCA) Gold
9. Flava in Ya Ear, Craig
Mack (Bad Boy) Gold!
10. Endless Love, Luther
Vandross & Mariah
Carey (Columbia)

and everything down here."
A 60mm shell is about an inch
in diameter and 8 to 10 inches
long. It is designed to be fired
FOLKSTON, Ga. - A bazooka
from a tube and to fragment on
shell brought to high school by a impact.
student was dropped as it was beSchool officials did not immeing passed around a classroom.
diately return telephone calls.
The shell exploded, injuring at
The school has 800 students in
least 12 students, emergency
grades nine through 12.
workers said.
Three students were in critical
condition and two were in serious Newspaper strike incondition with shrapnel wounds,
said Gerri Lowe, a spokeswoman volves Internet
for University Medical Center in
Jacksonville, Fla., just south of
SAN FRANCISCO - In cybersFolkston.
pace, there are no picket lines.
The explosion tore apart the
Strikers may stop delivery
room at the Charlton County
trucks and newsracks may be
High School and shook houses a
empty, but less than 24 hours
quarter-mile away.
Gregory Douglas had brought after 2,600 employees of the Son
the shell to school and moments
Francisco Chronicle and San
before it exploded had told
Francisco Examiner walked out,
classmates it was harmless, said both papers were available on the
Jed Norton, an emergency work- Internet, providing news, sports
er from Irwin County.
and features via computer
The students were in a class in screens at homes, offices and
a band room when Shannon Ches- laboratories.
ser dropped the 60mm shell, Norton said.
The Free Press, produced by
Parents rushed to the school,
striking Newspaper Guild
but police initially would not alworkers, hit the cyberstreets
low anyone to go near the buildThursday morning, complete
ing.
with veteran columnist Herb
Dave Wat kins, another emerCaen and a scoop on Dianne Feingency worker from Irwin County, stein's bid for re-election to the
said the room was torn apart.
Senate.
"My house shook -1 thought it
was because of the construction
going on nearby," said Myra
Glisson, who lives a quarter-mile
Compiled from staff and wire
from the school. "It looks like a
reports.
war zone. There are helicopters

Explosion injures students

Top Albums
Weekly charts for
the nation's bestselling albums as they
appear in next week's
issue Of Billboard
magazine- Reprinted
with permission
1.'Murder Was the
Case' Soundtrack
(Death RowInterscope)
2. II, Boys II Men
(Motown)
3. Bedtime Stories,
Madonna (MaverickSire)
4. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph) Platinum
5. Monster, KDl
(Warner Bros.)
6. From the Cradle,
Eric Clapton (Duck)
7. The Diary,
Scarface (Rap-a-Lot)
8. Greatest Hits, Bob
Segar and the Silver
Bullet Band'(Capitol)
9. Hold Me, Thrill Me.
Kiss Me, Gloria
Estefan (Epic)
Platinum
10. Dookle, Green Day
(Reprise) Platinum

Unlicensed riders account for 80%
of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove
that you are a better rider.
SOTOMYCli %um FOUNUniM

EXTRA!
EXTRA.!
American po star Whitney Houston,rlsht, kisses South African President Nelson Mandela's grandson, ZondwaJ 1, In Johannesburg following her arrival in South Africa Thursday. Houston is in South
Africa on a tfree-week tour.

BOAZ

COUNCIL

Continued from [age one.

Continued from page one.

campus.
ASC members had previously
ments, Boaz aid he needed to port recommendations," Green
said. "Mercer is a respected or- feared that the Mercer Report
give up sometling, and USG was
ganization, and we can't be sure recommendations would result in
his best option,
their recommendations won't be demotions and loss of pay for
"I was physlally and mentally
instituted sometime in the fu- some members of the adminisexhausted," B<az said.
trative staff, but they became
ture."
He said he Mil still participate
Green had previously ex- supportive of the project when
in USG Mulicultural Affairs
pressed hope that the Mercer Moore assured everyone that no
when he can. [
one would lose their position or
"That depeals on what they Report would help correct gen- pay.
der
and
market
inequities
on
need me to do,"Boaz said.
He said the tacism Reduction
Center is one ojthe main reasons
The College of Musical Arts
he resigned f ran USG. He is one
Opera Theater
of the three oj-founders of the
presents
center who stil attends the University. The nclsm Reduction
Albert Herring
Center providjs programming
for University Residential SerNovember 11 & 12
vices and anyoi- else who wants
8 p.m.
programming.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical
He said the cjnter has contactArts Center, BGSU
ed other universities about the
Racism Reductin Center.
Tickets:
"We're tookiig to expand on
$6, $8, $10
other universiti s," Boaz said.
For reservations,
The USG mu (cultural affairs
call 372-8171 or
coordinator pos ion has not been
(800) 589-2224
filled at this tint.
Jeff StefancidUSG chief legislative officer, l id the USG administration j considering
someone for th< position, but the
decision has not een finalized.
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Fill a Basket Weekend

A

25 years ago

In The News
Faculty Senate adopted a resolution
recommending the establishment of a
University advisory committee
consisting of students, faculty and
Union personnel to publicize policy
for the operation and programming of
the University Union.

YOUR CHOICE OF THESE 5 -

(ALifoRNJAWHiTEPizZA &
^^^
A great while sauce and mozzarella cheese, plus .
Broccoli & Mushroom. Bacon 'N Cheddar, Chicken 'N Almond - Mix 'N Match
An ;

>

OR

w vitttd @mm ?s^ss
• Mushroom • Extra Cheese • Extra Dough • Broccoli • Onions
• PepperRings • Olives • Green Peppers • Tomatoes

OR

12" CHICAGO STYLE HK»...

• Mounds of Cheese & Your Choice Of Any 1 Item

OR OUR NEW

12" EAST COAST GARLIC PIZZA
Light garlic sauce with mozzarella and parmesan cheese,
whole sliced tomatoes and red onions

OR

Regular 12" Combo WITH ANY 3 ITEMS

Saturday November 5th & Sunday November 6th

THE FOLK ART OF
LATIN AMERICA
OCTOBER 16-JANUARY 15
Featuring more than 275
vibrant, colorful objects
from 17 countries.

The Toledo
Museum of Art
2445 Monroe St., one Woe* ofl 1-75
(419) 243-7000 Jw«"
OnMBM °y ■* MUMUHI * Amwc«n Fo* Art.
N»w YortL Th« MhMwn ind «i n«ion« lour M
w» powt>« Dy ^^^

• Choose one of our 4 great Erg§_Baskets
• Pick out the items to fill your Free
Basket or Baskets
• We will arrange, decorate, and
shrink wrap Free
We've lots of great Ideas and great basket
fillers too, come be a part of the funll

i||qiwnL

Packages plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad Rd.
BG

ONLY
Limited Time
Offer
No Coupon Necessary ■ Just Ask!
Extra Items
75c Each

LEME_DEL_iy_ERY_l3_5J2-5_166
~BG's MOSTAWARDWNNING'PIZZAI
Taste ot the Town Winner - Generous Toppings, Vegetarian, Overall Winner b'
a margin ot 2 to 1; People's Choice Award; Best ol Wood County - Friendlies'
Restaurant, Best Boss, Best Pizza tor 2 consecutive years; Friday Magazine'
Highest Hating.

Open Weekdays
at 4 p m ;
Open For
Lunch
Fri.. S.it. &
Sun

Since llH>4
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166

352-1693
203 N. Main. B.G.

Campus
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Men's
Chorus
hits
hot
tub
for
cash
Funds will benefit group's
Florida trip, public relations
By Geneil Pavellch
The BC News
It may be November, but the cold weather is not stopping
members of the University Men's Chorus from relaxing outdoors.
The organization kicked off its second annual Hot-Tub -A -Thon
Thursday in the Union Oval. The event, which continues today
and Saturday, will raise money for the group's spring trip to
Florida.
The members of the chorus will be In the hot tub in 30-mlnute
shifts with at least one member In the tub at all times during the
50 - hour event.
Richard Mathey, director of the chorus, said the event is a
chance for the members to have fun and raise money.
"This gives us a chance to make a large sum of money with as
little effort as possible," Mathey said.
Jim Ruhlen, treasurer of the group, said the event is good for
public relations.
"This event gives people the chance to get to know us and see
what we are all about," Ruhlen said. "It is also a good recruiting
tool."
The 12S members of the chorus collected pledges before the
event, with the minimum pledge of six cents an hour.
Students are encouraged to stop by and support the men's
chorus during the event.
"We are doing this for the University, and I encourage the
guys to have fun with it," Mathey said. "This creates a good
spirit and shows that the campus is alive and vital and shows
that crazy things happen."
Mike Spencer, junior chorus member, said this event gives
students the opportunity to have some fun between classes.
"This is fun for us and the people who come and watch," he
said. "It gives students the chance to come hang out and be
social while showing their support."
Mark VanLuvender, sophomore chorus member, said he
agreed that the event can be entertaining.
"It provides an interesting way to get away from studying," he
said.
Ruhlen said the response to the event was good last year, and
It raised a lot of money.
"This is a fun event because people can relate to it," he said.
"This is fun for the guys and It is a little wacky." Men's chorus clothing and recordings will also be sold during
the hot-tub-a-thon, and donations are accepted.
The hot-tub-a-thon continues through Saturday until 11 am.

By Katie Simmons
The BG News

The BG MMtmI Garter

(from left) Aaron Kujawskl, Mike Spencer and Brad Bell, members of the University's Mels Chorus,
prepare to take a dip In the tub. The three-day 'Hot Tub- AT hon' Is part of the organlzation'iefforts to
raise money for group tours.

'Distinguished' professor honored again
By Julie Hamilton
The BC News
A University professor discussed how to create a world
class university at an event honoring him for being named Distinguished University Professor
for the second time.
Chan Hahn, a professor in the
management department, be-

came the only University professor to hold two Distinguished
Professorships when he received
the nomination Wednesday.
Hahn also holds the OwensIllinois Professorship at the University.
"His teaching excellence has
been recognized by him being
named Distinguished University

Professor," University President
Paul 0] scamp said.
"This is the highest recognition
the trustees can give at this University," said Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs.
At the ceremony, Hahn gave a
speech titled "Making of a World
Class University."
Hahn spoke about traditional
roles of a university and what a
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Latta in Wood County
The Blade strongly endorses Bob Latta for
Wood County Commissioner.
The Blade says:
"Mr. Latta is a voice
for fiscal
conservatism, not a
bad characteristic in
times like these."
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university needs to do if it wants
to survive.
"In recent years the words
"world class' have been used
everywhere. Although 'world
class' and 'university' aren't generally used together, they can
be," Hahn said."Universities just
need to expand on their mission
statements."
Hahn said the traditional mission statements include translating knowledge to students, teaching students to create new knowledge and to apply their knowledge.
"Internal and external forces
are demanding that the universities adapt to changes in the environment, Hahn said.
Universities have to start serving the customers - the students,
their parents and the faculty
members.
The marketplace is changing in

size and quantity, and that requires adjustmerts in universities, he said.
"Customers' neds are changing and will contliue to change,"
he said. "It is the iniversities' responsibility to kep up with these
changes."
Hahn said that rudents have to
be better prepaed to meet the
requirements it the marketplace.
Because many businesses are
downsizing, studnts need to be
more aggressiveand more competitive, he said.
'To me, a wort class university does not have o be the best in
the world or thebiggest," Hahn
said. "What I en'ision is a place
where bright - ot the brightest
- students can cone together and
learn. Students should be nurtured and guidd through the
processes of leaning."

Singers • Musicians
Singer/Dancers
Cincinnati, Ohio
Thursday, November 3,1994
University of Cincinnati
Tangeman Center - Great Hal
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Columbus, Ohio
Friday, November 4,1994
Ohio State University - Schoobf Music
WeigelHaU-Room 177
Auditions: 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Youngstown, Ohio
Sunday, November 6,1994
Youngstown State University
Bliss Hall - Room 3136
Auditions: 2:30 -4:30 p.m.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Tuesday, November 8,1994
Bowling Green State Unlver*
University Union - Ohio Suiti
Auditions: 9:30 a.m. -5.30 m.
r-POSmONSMLSOmH. BIE
• Technicians •DJ.'i»
• Costumed Characte •
(Bercnstain Bears'*)

CALL (4191 627-2390 FOR FURTHER INK 4ATION

for additional sites or
Information contact:
Cedar Point*
Live Entertainment
Post Office Box 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-8006
(419)627-2390

The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
has granted the University the
renewal of its undergraduate and
graduate program accreditation
through the year 1999.
NCATE is the only authorized
accrediting body for 500 of the
1,200 institutions nationwide that
offer teacher education programs.
"What this means is that we
have been nationally recognized
as meeting specific standards to
prepare teachers for future careers," said Lcs Sternberg, dean
of the College of Education and
Allied Professions.
The renewal process is long
and laborious for the University
and NCATE's Accreditation
Board. The University's application for the renewal has taken individuals both at and outside the
University 12 to 18 months of
preparation, Sternberg said.
The Accreditation Board approved the University's application following a report submitted
by educators who visited the
campus last spring.
"This is basically a self-study
by the University addressing the
standards made up by the Accreditation Board," Sternberg said.
Universities that seek this
honorable accreditation must
meet high standards set in areas
such as quality of faculty and
graduates, support given to
graduates and overall program
excellence.
Professionals from the education community perform on-site
visits and undergo accreditation
review to determine the status of
the institution's program.
The University's teacher education program was originally
approved by NCATE in 1954, and
continues to do return reviews
every five years.
"This is a very noteworthy
honor," Sternberg said. "This renewal provides us with external
support to allow us to know how
we are doing and that we are doing an excellent Job in preparing
teachers for placement."
The University's teacher education program is one of the
largest in Ohio and the nation.
Close to 3,000 undergraduates
and 250 graduate students are
enrolled.
As a part of the review done by
the Accreditation Board, members who visited the campus last
spring made trips to the elementary and secondary schools
where the University's education
majors complete practicum assignments, including student
teaching.
"The college has developed a
positive relationship with schools
throughout the area," reviewers
noted. "Practitioners have enJoyed working with students
from [the University], and the
teacher education program and
faculty are highly respected by
school administrators in the surrounding areas."

Bored Of
Education?
London $399*
Paris
$429*
Frankfurt $499*
Madrid $509*
Vim ar* found rt> bmtd on «**»■«*; rxr -
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CoundTravd
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Coiumbus, OH 43201
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Olscamp discusses
presidential search,
student convenience
By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
Although the primary topic
at the Administrative Staff
Council meeting was the Mercer Report, University President Paul Olscamp touched on
several
other issues
during his
discussion
with admin1st rat ive
staff.
Olscamp
said progress was being made
Olscamp
toward making the University a one-stop
shopping opportunity for students.
"Hopefully, students will
soon be able to get services
like financial aid, bursar accounts and housing in one
building," Olscamp said.
"Right now they have to go to

a lot of different places to get
all the services they need."
The financial aid office
would be moving to the second
floor of the Administration
Building. Olscamp said the
College of Arts and Sciences
will move to University Hall to
make room for them.
He also mentioned the ongoing presidential search for his
successor as University
president. While expressing
his desire to remain detached
from the search, Olscamp did
offer some information about
the process.
"I have no hidden connections with the presidential
search," he said. "I do know,
however, that a lot of wellqualified people have expressed interest in the job."
Olscamp said there was a
chance a candidate could be
chosen as early as March 1995.
He also thanked the council
for its help and support over
the years.

Bookstore employees
get overtime back pay
By The College Press Service
Palo Alto, Calif. - It's not every
day that you receive a check in
the mail that you weren't expecting. In fact, unless Ed McMahon
comes by with a camera crew,
it's probably something you
shouldn't count on.
But for hundreds of present
and past employees of the Stanford Bookstore, a trip to the
mailbox was rewarded with a
check that reimbursed students
for hours of back pay.
When new general manager
Peggy Mendelson took a look at
the not-for-profit bookstore's financial records, she discovered
that for four years, numerous
employees had recorded overtime hours without pay.
Overtime hours, by law, are
more than eight hours per day or
40 hours per week. And according to Mendelson's records, the
bookstore owed $300,000 in back
pay to nearly 600 past and present employees.
Robert Weisberg, chairman of
the bookstore's board of direc-

tors, blamed the oversight on
poor accounting methods. After
reviewing the matter, the board
decided to immediately pay each
person involved the correct
amount of money they had
earned in overtime pay, plus interest and damages. Federal law
states that employers who fail to
pay overtime for the past three
years must pay double the
amount owed.
Some workers received checks
worth a few hundred dollars,
while others received thousands.
Surprisingly, although some employees questioned the bookstore's policy on overtime, no
complaints were ever filed
against the store.
The Stanford Bookstore operated on a $40 million budget and
is run as a not-for-profit agency
that is not affiliated with the university.
According to Weisberg, the
bookstore was able to finance the
accounting fiasco with money
from its reserves.

Students tap into local dealers
University party-goers increase keg sales in BG area
By Aaron Gray
The BG News
Tapping into local beer keg
dealers is one option for students
looking for a little weekend
cheer.
The two most popular keg
dealers among University students are Bowling Green Beverage Inc. and the Tru House of
Munch in Northwood.
Bowling Green Beverage Inc.,
located at 17744 N. Dixie Highway, is the closest keg dealer to
campus. Warehouse manager
Dan Brophy said a lot of students
buy kegs there, but they do not
comprise the majority of the
store's business. However, students do increase sales a great
deal at certain times of the year.
"We probably get the most
business in August when [the
students] first come back," Bro-

him if he didn't bring It back we
were going to cash his [deposit]
check, but I know the check's no
good."
Brophy said the store has also
had some problems with damaged kegs being returned.

Bowling Green Beverage Inc.
also supplies kegs to many downtown bars.
Another popular keg dealer is
the Tru House of Munch, located
at 6700 Wales Road in Northwood.

"We probably get the most business in
August when [the studentsjfirst come back -that and right before they go home."
Dan Brophy
warehouse manager at Bowling Green Beverage Inc.
"We've had [kegs] come back
where people have knocked the
plastic caps off to get at the
beer," Brophy said. "We had one
come back shot, but I don't think
that was a student. Somebody
fired a couple shots right through
it."

The most popular beers, according to receptionist Carmen
Kramp, are Bud and Bud Light.
The store carries all AnheuserBusch products.
Kramp said that the store's
most popular times are during
the summer and on holidays.

University professor publishes book
Essay collection focuses on writers from Third World countries
By Joshua Mossing
The BG News
University ethnic studies
Professor E. San Juan Jr. has
written a new book which examines literature from a cultural
studies perspective. With over a
dozen books to his credit, San
Juan is recognized as one of
the leading
critical thinkers in the ethnic studies
field.
"From the
Masses, to the
Masses: Third
World Literature and Revo- Joan
lution" is the latest book by San

Juan. It is a collection of his essays on writers from Third
World countries. Writers featured in the book include poet
Roque Dalton of El Salvador,
C.L.R. James of Trinidad and Nazim H ikmet of Turkey.
San Juan said Third World literature and Western literature
tend to have different cultural
perspectives.
"Writers from Third World
countries are involved with the
political and social problems of
their countries, so the writers
cannot be separated from their
cultures," San Juan said. "In the
West, since the 19th century, the
concern is with the alienation of
the artist from society."
It is also important that each
writer be placed in the social and

historical context during which relationships to democracy," he
the piece was written, San Juan said.
said.
Robert Perry, chairman of the
University's ethnic studies department, said he is pleased to
have San Juan with the department.
"Dr. San Juan is an excellent
theoritician," Perry said. "He
understands the complexity of
American culture."
San Juan teaches theories of
race relations and ethnicity at
the University. He has also
Robert Perry taught at the University of California, Brooklyn College (CUNY)
chairman of the ethnic studies
department and the University of Connecticut.
San Juan is currently working
"They assert their identity on his next book, "Hegemony and
against the past colonial period Strategies of Transgression." It
and seek to rearrange the power will be published next year.

"Dr. San Juan is an
excellent
theoritician. He
understands the
complexity of
American culture."

Items stolen from cars in campus lots
ByJayYcung
The BG News
Belongings were stolen from
five cars on Wednesday night
from University Lots 5 and 6.
A radar laser detector, IS cassette tapes, a lacrosse stick and
one pair of sunglasses were sto-

Only You Can
Prevent
Forest Fires.

I'm Chiquita Banana,
and I'm here to say...
The BG News is the
greatest paper today!!!

phy said. "That and right before
they go home."
Brophy said the most popular
beers purchased at Bowling
Green Beverage are Old Milwaukee and Old Milwaukee
Light. The store also sells more
exotic beers such as Warsteiner
and Augsburger.
In addition to selling kegs.
Bowling Green Beverage also
rents related materials such as
beer taps and troughs to put the
kegs on ice. Customers are required to leave a $40 deposit on
taps.
Occasionally, the store has
problems with customers failing
to return empty kegs and kegrelated paraphernalia on time,
Brophy said.
"We've got one guy now, a student, that's got a trough and a tap
that he's had for over two
months," Brophy said. "We told

BOHX^^fiRKKlfflHY

len from an undamaged vehicle
in Lot 10.
An unknown person removed a
package of checks from a vehicle
in Lot 10. The checks were later
recovered by the main entrance
to the ice arena. Eight cassette
tapes were removed from another car in Lot io. University
police reports did not list any

damages to the vehicles.
car," Waddell said. "That's why
A license plate was stolen from we encourage people to lock thei^
a car in Lot 6.
cars at all times."
Waddell said the incidents are
Barbara Waddell, public in- being investigated, and police paformation officer, said car theft trols will be increased.
at the University can be common.
"I think things being stolen out
"We certainly do increase the
of vehicles can be pretty com patrol where these incidents are
mon if people don't lock their reported," Waddell said.

PLAY THE GAME
WITHOMT THE PAIN

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.24 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety of seafood and our

"•wn" clam chowder.
Inch clan*, acaUepa, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar, baked potato
^faj.
and unlimited beverage.

OPEN

11*0-1:30 s^ --

\Best Vaults oil Campu

• Full Time Commitment
Service to County Residents • Continued Hard Work
SUE'S SKILLS:
• Budgeting
• Follow through
• Working and dealing with people
• Listening

• Caring
• Organization
• Planning
• Innovation

SUSAN L.

WYNN
Wood C on ii t y

MORE THAN A NAME...
Paid lor by the Wynn lor Commtaatoner Campaign; JackW Shatter, Treasurer. 18510 PemtxrvIHe Road, PemberviUa, Ohio 43450

PLAY GQEJglHERE
Play painlessly on an international level
when you predict quarterback plays
during live televised NFL, College and
Canadian football games. Prizes
awarded to top network players.

Saturday
12:30 Penn St. vs. IND
3:30 Wisconsin vs. OSU
7:30 Alabama vs. LSU

9:00

QB1 puts you in the quarterback's
shoes, but don't worry about the blitz.
With NTN's interactive system, you
compete here against the nation while
the pros go to war on live TV.

Sunday
1:00
4:00
8:00

Steelers vs. Oilers
Patriots vs. Browns
Raiders vs. Chiefs

Monday
Giants vs. Cowboys

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. Ohio
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Senate races are not over Area grocery store workers
Hyatt, DeWine air final-minute commercials reject offers, propose strike
By Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohioans on
Thursday finally got Joel
Hyatt's word on the U.S. Senate
race.
The Democrat stars for the
first time
since the
May 3 primary in a tele v i s i o n
commercial
- one of two
that began
airing statewide five
days before
the Tuesday
election.
"We've given people very
good reasons to vote against
Mike DeWine." Hyatt spokesman Dale Butland said. "We
have to give them a reason to
vote for Joel Hyatt."
In one ad, Hyatt talks directly to the camera.

"I fought the legal establishment to bring low-cost legal
care to working families," said
Hyatt, dressed in an opencollared shirt and V-neck
sweater.
"I ruffled some feathers. But
that's what our next senator
should do," he added.
In that ad and in one that repeats accusations that DeWine
took congressional pay raises
and voted against abortion
rights and spending for education and Medicare, Hyatt told
voters that he's on their side.
DeWine also loaned his own
campaign $300,000 last week
for the last minute media push.
"It looks like a day late and a
dollar short," said DeWine
spokesman Barry Bennett, who
added that he hadn't seen
Hyatt's new ads.
"We're outspending him on
radio and television this week
by $350,000," Bennett said.
The DeWine campaign has
opted to go with two soft ads

for the remainder of the campaign.
One, released Thursday, focuses on DeWlne's newspaper
endorsements. The other, unveiled the day before, features
DeWine and his family.
Hyatt's decision to wait to
reintroduce himself to the
voters is the reverse of traditional campaign strategy, political analysts said.
"The standard campaign
prescription is that early on,
the candidate presents his own
persona before going on the attack," said Herb Asher, a political science professor at The
Ohio State University who specializes in elections and campaigns.
"DeWine did that very well.
He portrayed himself as a
moderate, thoughtful guy," he
said.
Voters knew Hyatt mainly
from his countless commercials promoting Hyatt Legal
Services and their "You have
my word on it" tag line.

The Associated Press
TOLEDO -- A federal mediator is trying to avert
a strike on Saturday by 3,800 grocery store
workers in the area
The workers said they do not want to make concessions demanded by Kroger and Food Town.
A mediator met Thursday with Kroger representatives and officials from the United Food &
Commercial Workers Local 954. He will meet Friday with union and Food Town officials.
Local 954 President Eugene Kolkman said
Thursday a strike is imminent.
"At this point, it would appear that unless something changes drastically, there will definitely be a
strike," Kolkman said.
But Dave Walrod, chief operating officer of suburban Maumee-based Seaway Food Town Inc.,
said he was optimistic a settlement could be
reached. But he said Food Town stores would remain open if there was a strike.
He declined to comment on whether the company would use replacement workers.
A telephone message for Kroger spokesman
Dale Hollandsworth was not immediately returned

Thursday.
Kroger employs 2,000 workers at 19 stores in
northwest Ohio. Food Town has 1,800 workers in 31
stores.
Workers at both companies have rejected company offers. Both contracts include no pay increase and no premium pay for holidays and Sundays.
Kolkman said Food Town has dropped a demand
that workers begin paying a portion of their health
insurance premiums, while Kroger has not yielded
on the issue.
W. Kenneth Evans, district director for the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in Cleveland, said his agency will make every effort to try
to avoid Toledo's second grocery strike in four
months.
Earlier this year, Meijer Inc. and the union settled an eight-week strike with an agreement which
competitors say offers lower wages and benefits
and gives the Grand Rapids, Mich., based supermarket chain an unfair advantage.
Kroger and Food Town officials said they need
concessions to stay competitive with Meijer, which
entered the Toledo market last year.

Voinovich critiques soda industry
Governor says companies are trying to avoid paying taxes
The Associated Press

Bruce

PURDY

^= for State Representative

As a student, Bruce understands
the need for equity in education.
As a legislator, Bruce will fight
hard to ensure educational
opportunities for all Ohioans.
P*0 St* by tho Puioy lor Slat* RoproMnlaliv* CommrtlM. JMOR Sonomhoin, Trow. 212 Found**. BG. 43403

On November 8,
Remember to
VOTE
PURDY for
Representative

CINCINNATI - Gov. George Voinovich on
Thursday criticized the soft drink industry for trying to "hoodwink" Ohioans into believing a pennya-can pop tax was a tax on food.
Voinovich told business executives at the
Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce that the
soft drink industry is behind a statewide ballot
campaign aimed at repealing the tax, which took
effect last year and raises $67 million annually for
the state. He said it is an effort by the industry to
avoid paying its fair share of taxes that raise
money to support schools.
"They're spending seven billion, $8 billion ... to
hoodwink the people of Ohio into thinking this is a
tax on food. It's not. It's a pop tax," the governor
said.
Ohioans are to vote Tuesday on a statewide issue
which would repeal the pop tax and amend the

state Constitution to forbid lawmakers to impose
any future wholesale taxes on food, food ingredients or packaging.
A group called "Yes on Four Stop Taxes on Food
Committee" is urging Ohioans to vote "yes" Tuesday on Issue Four to repeal the tax and outlaw future wholesale taxes on food.
Diana Winterhalter, spokeswoman for the group,
on Thursday defended the concept of defining soft
drinks as food. She said food stamps can be used in
Ohio to buy soft drinks.
She also said a Franklin County Common Pleas
Court ruling last year classified soft drinks as food
in concluding that a wholesale tax on food would be
legal in Ohio.
"Our issue is about amending the [Ohio] Constitution to prevent taxes on food and food packaging," she said.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily

Sports
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BG concentrating efforts Keith and Dan essential to
against lowly KSU squad fans' daily dose of fantasy
match next weekend in Ooyt L.
Perry Stadium. Don't expect BG
to look past the 2 6 Golden Flashes.
"Coach Blackney emphasized
the fact that we can't be looking
past Kent State on Monday," BG
offensive tackle Jason Peters
said. "I don't think there's going
to be any problem with that because this game could potentially
be for the championship. Toledo's at Central, and if we beat
Kent and Toledo wins, then it's
over."
While Kent State is playing for
nothing but pride, the Falcons

By Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
Two years ago, the Bowling
Green football team locked up
the Mid-American Conference
Championship with a 28-22 victory over Kent State at Dix Stadium.
With a win at Kent Saturday
and a Toledo victory over Central
Michigan, the Falcons would finish first in the MAC and earn
their second trip to the Las Vegas
Bowl.
A Central Michigan win,
however, would set up a title

are looking to win the MAC title
and advance in the national polls.
Currently, BG sits in 30th place
in the CNN/USA Today poll and
33rd in the Associated Press Poll.
"I never overlook anybody because anything can happen out
there," Peters said. "I go into
every game thinking that this
could be the game that puts us
over the top. In the back of my
mind, I always think that if we
don't go in there ready, then this
could be the game that pushes us
down."
Peters heads an offensive line
that helped the Falcons average
nearly 190 yards rushing per
game. The line has also given
quarterback Ryan Henry plenty
of time to find open receivers
downfield. Henry has already
thrown 23 touchdown passes this
season in leading an offensive attack that scores more than 37
points per game.
"[The linemen] talked about
how this team had the potential to
be the best offensive team that
Coach Blackney has had here,"
Peters said. "We stopped comparing ourselves to the past,
though, and wanted to develop
our own identity and show
everybody what we could do."
While the Falcons' offense has
been in high gear all season, the
Golden Flashes have struggled to
put points up on the board. Currently, Kent is averaging less
than two touchdowns per game.
One of the biggest problems is
that KSU's passing attack has
been nearly unheard of this
season, averaging just 100 yards
per contest and resulting in just
two touchdown receptions.
Although Kent's offense has
had trouble moving the football,
it has been solid in terms of holding on to the pigskin. In fact, the
Flashes rank second, behind the
Falcons, with a plus 1.25 turnover
ratio.

Don't procrastinate,
get your study on
this weekend!

A typical man is usually at
peace with his surroundings
when ESPN's SportsCenter hits
the tube.
He is slouched in a hole on his
crumbling couch. His right hand
holds the remote control while
his left clutches a frosted barley
pop. His eyes are fixed on Dan's
and Keith's gleaming teeth as
they spew out glorious information at a rapid pace.
Suddenly a disturbing force
with a sweet scent creeps into the
room and WHAM, like a two-byfour upside his head, the typical
man's tranquility is smashed by
the force's cutting voice.
"What does he mean - a .SCO
team?" the female Interrupts.
The man's eyes come unglued
and glare at the female across
the room. She smiles back, knowing the man is going to bark back
at her with a snappy answer. The
man satisfies her prediction and
lets her know she is not welcome
in his sports system.
His first instinct is to tell the
intruder to go away or to be quiet
while his show is on. But his second thought leads him to answer
her question and miss a good
chunk of the SportsCenter experience.
This situation, females interrupting a male's sports program,
occurs again and again across the
country, and every person has
his or her opinion on how it
should be handled.
Sometimes it's not even a female who interrupts - not all females are ignorant to the sports
world - but this is my scenario,
and it is a female that commits
the act.
I have a few suggestions on
how things should be handled,
but be warned -1 will defend my
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Bowling Green's secondary will have a little easier time this weekend
as the Kent State passing attack Is ranked last among MAC team*.
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WHY CHUCK BAILEY?
- Has Worked Hard His Entire Life Earning His
Own Way and the Respect He Enjoys - Is
and Will Remain His Own Person
■ Knows and Understands that Only the
Citizens of Wood County Ultimately
Determine Qualifications and are "Hiring"
the New County Auditor
■ No Career Politician or Political Appointee
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ourselves. Why are we the ones
who are wrong? Don't we have a
right to watch? We are innocently amused by the pictures or
sounds coming out of the TV.
Give us the 30 minutes of paradise; we don't ask for much more.
Most men understand this concept well, and there are some
women out there that catch my
drift. But for those of you who
don't follow, take a look at the
sports writer's head shots in this
paper. We take our sports seriously. It's our living.

o

~ FREE DELIVERY
"I

Marty
Fuller

O

•

Medium 12"
Pizza
Cheeses*
One Topping

That reminds me, when you see
a remote control in the hands of a
man, stop and think for a minute
- remote control. We want to be
left alone and in control. It's only
30 minutes, and we are enjoying

Getting back to our dispute -there are three things you can
do if SportsCenter is interrupted
in your home. The first is to keep
vegetating, the second is to talk
to the woman and the third it is to
tell her to go away.
I recommend the first. Ignore
the question, take in some more
stats and highlights, wait for a
commercial and then answer it.
If she honestly wants to know
more about sports, you can have
a question-and answer session
after the show.
The female may become upset
with the fact that you are ignoring her, but if you can handle it,
sit with her through a 90210 episode and see how many times
she recognizes you.
The second action, responding
to the question, is all right if you
can squeak in your answer while
they're showing NASCAR highlights. Just don't forget to find
out where Dick Trickle placed.
The third action, telling the
female to go away, is for the
strong man who doesn't mind arguing for a few hours after the
show. You're on your own here,
guys.
I don't see any reason why the
SportsCenter experience can't be
shared. Dan and Keith brighten
my day and keep me informed.
There is no reason they can't pick
you up, too.
If you have no desire to watch
highlights, suck in statistics and
listen to a few jokes, you have no
business being in the room and
disturbing the happiness of others - unless, of course, it's your
TV.
Marty Fuller is a senior journalism major who has just
watched his first and last episode
O/90210.

■o
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JO LDL

Large 14"
Pizza
Cheese & One
Topping

beloved SportsCenter to the very
end.
As a sports writer, SportsCenter is the best thing in the world
for me - next to beer, bratwurst
and cigars, of course. It's a religion, a nighttime snack and a fantasy all in one. It's a show that
should only be interrupted by
commercials so that we can keep
our thumbs warm on the remote's buttons.

*V
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• BG Manor»l_ake Park»Ronald McDonald House •
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Gordon pleased Soccer heads into MAC tourney
with swim teams
BG faces Eastern
in first-round game

By Scott Brown
The BC News
The Bowling Green swimming and diving team got off
to a successful start last
weekend when they hosted the
Tom Stubbs Relays. Head
coach Brian Gordon is banking on that meet being a precursor to
what might
lie ahead
this season
for the Falcon swimmers.
Six women's relay
wins and one
men's relay
victory gave
Gordon a bit of a surprise. The
Bowling Green swimming
team continues its season
tomorrow at Notre Dame.
"I usually feel that I have a
pretty good pulse of what our
team is capable of," Gordon
said. "It was a pleasant surprise last week. We swam
well, probably a six or seven
on a scale from one to 10."
Historically, the female
swimmers have dominated the
Mid-American Conference. It
may be tough this year,
however, with the abundance
of youth in the program.
"We always have the expectation of being the best program in the conference as far
as the women," Gordon said.
"History shows that we are
closer to first than we are to
any other position."
Gordon considers this year's
women's team to be one of the
youngest he's had at Bowling
Green. He'll be depending on
some freshmen and sophomores to make their mark in
the program.
Steph McKulley is the
team's top breaststroker. She
competed on three of the
women's teams who won relays last week. Cheryl Patteson, another key to the Falcon
lady swimmers, swam on four
of the relay champions.
The men, on the other hand,
have not had as much success
as the women in the past few
years. The men finished in the
MAC cellar a season ago, and
Gordon admits that he has to
put this year's team back in

the basement -- until they
prove it to him otherwise.
''Although the results were
as obvious as far as winning
races, I think the men swam
pretty well last week," Gordon
said. "Right now, we have to
fill some holes left by graduation. Until we get those filled,
I can't really tell just how
good that we'll be."
Gunter Miller, a conference
champion In the 200 fly as a
freshman, is coming off a second-place showing in the event
last year as a sophomore. He
remains one of the top swimmers on the team, along with
Tom Stolz. Stolz swam in the
World Championships last
year for his native Lichtensteln.
These early-season meets
are crucial for the young Falcons to get experience as they
prepare for the MAC Championships down the road.
"What I like to see In the
early meets is the upperclassmen doing what they are
supposed to do," Gordon said.
"You always recruit them with
the idea that as a freshman,
they don't have to be the best
in their event. They can play a
role. As a sophomore, they are
expected to compete In their
event and challenge the
leaders.
"By the time that they are
juniors, I like to see the upperclassmen be the dominant
swimmers in their race. You
have to let the freshmen gradually get into the swing of
things. I think you saw that
happening last week," he added.
Bowling Green traditionally
hasn't fared well on the trip to
South Bend to take on the
Irish. Texas Christian will be
the other team competing in
the double-dual meet
tomorrow.
"We have a heck of a challenge this weekend with a Notre Dame team that beat us
last year for the first time In
recent history," Gordon said.
'Texas Christian is a very
good team coming out of the
Southwest Conference. We
could come out of there 0-2
and still swim a pretty good
meet."

Join the KAPLAN
food drive and
help feed
the hungry.
GMAT • GRE • LSAT • MCAT and more
337 East Liberty St
Bring In ten (or more) cam of Ann »*of, Ml 48104
food to participating KAPLAN
220 M.A.C. Ave.-Ste. 200
Canten and save $50 en the
world's bait tut preparation.' !•« Laming, MI 48823
Through Novtmbar 1!M, you C-ossroads Office Centre
16250 Northland Or.-Ste.007
have a chance to help others
Swithrtold, Ml 48075
anal a chance to raise your
score en the big exam.
[The Westgate Building
Help ethers and let KAPLAN
3450 West Central Ave.-Ste. 102
help you. Be a part of over
Toledo. OH 43606
fifty years of tart success.
151 South Koae-Ste.304
lUlimino, Ml 49007

to* 550 ax/

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST

OR VISIT THE KAPLAN CENTER NEAR YOU.
•S75 limit when used In conjunction with any other offer.

By John Boyle
The BG News

Midfielder Frank Frostino,
forward Tim Concannon and
goalkeeper Dan Traver weren't
in keeping with Falcon soccer
tradition during their last practice Wednesday before this
weekend's Mid-American Conference tournament in Akron.
The three seniors were supposed to take one last lap around
the field after their final practice
and then take part in a team
ceremony.
"But we didnt do it," head
coach Gary Palmisano said. "Because I honestly believe that we
can win this thing."
If the Falcons win the tournament, Frostino, Concannon and
Traver would be back on the
practice field with the rest of the
Falcons preparing for an NCAA
play-in match. BG would host the
champion of the Trans America
Conference next Sunday at Cochrane Field.
"Our kids know what's at
stake," Palmisano said. "This is
something that we've talked
about from day one as our objective, and it has now arrived."
BG attempts to achieve that
objective starting tonight with a
quarterfinal match against
Eastern Michigan. The Falcons
defeated EMU 1-0 last month in
Ypsilanti, Mich., in a game that
really wasnt as close as the score
indicated.
"They'll be extremely confident because they've played
them [EMU], and I think they
know they're a better team," he
said. EMU, 6-9-4 overall, finished
last in the MAC with an 0-5 record. But the Eagles lost all five
by only one goal each, including
overtime contests against regular-season champion Miami and
fifth-place Central Michigan.
BG, 11-5-1 overall and 3-1-1
MAC, finished third in the conference and would play secondThe BC NCWI/ROII Wcllinrr
place Akron Saturday on its
home field with a victory over Bowling Green's Jamie Harmon elude* a defender during a recent game. The Falcons start MAC Tournament action Friday against Eastern Michigan.
the Eagles. The Falcons would
then most likely face Miami Sun"Defense wins champion- has received positive minutes tute. "You have to prepare yourday in the championship match if
ships," Palmisano said. "I think from Dave Klndl, Dan Kindl, Ja- self really well."
they advance past the Zips.
by far we're the best defensive son Follebout, Jon Giganti,
The Falcon offense has been
Even though the Falcons did team. If we play defensively like Duane Ely, Ryan Evans and Mi- prepared all season. Sophomores
finish third, they might be the we did against Michigan State, cheal James all season.
Joe Burch and Steve Klein have
most dangerous team in the tour- it's just going to be the unknown
"Your body has to be warmed led BG all season from their midney because of defense. BG has of whether we can play three as if you've been playing the field positions. Burch leads BG
allowed only 18 goals in 17 games games in three days."
whole match," James said of with 12 goals and 29 points, and
this season. Miami allowed 26
The Falcon bench might help coming off the bench in the Klein is second with 21, including
goals in the same amount of
Palmisano out in that area. BG middle of the game as a substi- a conference-high 15 assists.
games.

Volleyball team looking to catch
Redskins in conference standings
ByJohnGlbney
The BG News

The Falcon volleyball squad
travels to Northeast Ohio this
weekend with a chance to secure
the final spot for the postseason
Mid-American Conference Tournament.
BG stands fourth in the MAC, a
half game behind Miami and
two and a half
games ahead of
fifth-place Akron. Victories
over Kent and
Akron would
qualify the Falcons for tournament play.
However, head
Van DeWaJle
coach Denise Van De Walks has
the team focused on a potential
third-place finish.

"This is the home stretch for
seedings," Van De Walle said.
"Every match we play puts us
closer to third place. If Ball State
beats Miami and we win the rest
of our games, we've got third
place."
On Friday, the Falcons will try
duplicating their previous performance against the Zips when
they handled Akron in three
games. Akron's 20-7 record is not
an accurate indicator of the
team's talent and skill level.
Since posting a 15-0 mark prior to
non-league play, the Zips have
struggled to a 5-7 MAC record.
However, Van De Walle
warned the Falcons can not look
past an Akron team that plays its
best volleyball at home.
"They've been taking teams to
five games at their place," she
said. "Even though they're lower
in the standings, we're playing in

their gym, and they play their Borton tops the league with 5.01
digs per game, more than one dig
best matches on their floor."
ahead of the second place mark.
Saturday at Kent, the Falcons
battle a young and struggling
squad that sits alone in the basement of the MAC with a 1-12 record.
In the earlier meeting between
the two schools at Anderson
Arena, the Falcons buried the
Golden Flashes in straight sets,
Denise Van De Walle allowing just 18 total points.
"We dont talk about their reBG head coach cord," Van De Walle said. "We
talk about their player personnel
Akron's Chris Garrison leads and what they are capable of dothe conference with a .326 hitting ing."
Van De Walle said she reminpercentage, including 220 kills.
She also ranks third with 1.4 ded the players about Toledo's
blocks per game. Patti Godains- upset victory over Miami last
ki's 1009 total assists leads the weekend, and that each team, reMAC, and her .56 aces per game gardless of its record, can play
also ranks at the top of the con- the role of spoiler.
ference. Outside hitter Jennifer

"This is the home
stretch for seedings.
Every match we play
puts us closer to third
place."

MartPIV

WHY CHUCK BAILEY?
-CHUCK BAILEY-Will
Maintain an Open Door
Policy and Provide Fair
Efficient Service to ALL
Wood Countians Without
Regard for Partisan Politics

"BAILEY MEANS BUSINESS"

CHINA GATE

OMQMAL CHtrlttt BsHBMMI

We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails

fBHILEV
11)000 COUNTY MJDITDfi

PAID FOR BY BAILEY FOR AUDITOR COMMITTEE, JEFF SMITH. TREASURER. 1501 CEDAR LANE. BOWLING GREEN, OH <3402

1616E. Wooster
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

Classifieds
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The Pleaurea, Prollte. and Pollllea ol
Women's Seiuainiaa In lha 90 ■
ANNIE SPRINKLE Speaka!
Nov 8@8pn
Lenhan Grand Ballroom
'sexually, explicit slides will be shown'
sponsored by UAO
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

CAMPUS EVENTS

ALL NUDE
(not really)

UAO UAO UAO UAO

BGSU Men5 Chorus
Hoi Tub-A-Thon
Today-Sat.-Union Oval

Did you know thatUAO is
cononuously recruiting new
committee members'?! YOU
CAN STILL JOIN! Call the
UAO ottioa at 2-234}
to find out how'

'"Into ihe Streets'"
Kick-oltiaoominglli Saturday
Nov. 5 Irom gem - 1pm In Kohl Hall.
Chad* ads in Thursday & Fnday's
papers. Get eialed and see
you on Saturday III
'"Into the Streets'"

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI
CATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULING
TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED.
PCK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 9.1994

SERVICES OFFERED

Lambda Chi Alpha
RB.andJ.R.
Saturday is the big day.
Get ready lor the expenence
ol a lifetime* Hope you're
hungry lor a big slice ol
Delia Pi

Offering sorvioss for:
House cleaning, teal raking, and
pet sitting Call 352-1784 or 354-2324.

BREAST CANCER
Booth outside MacWest Onmg Hall Weds.
Speaker 7pm Thurs Mac Countryside Cat.
FREE Ribbons in halls. Donations accepted.
ALL Donations to Breast Cancer Research.

Your Big.
Gram

Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 354 HOPE:

CA RE.ATHON IS COMING'
C.A RE.ATHON IS COMING
CA.R.E.-A-THON IS COMING!
CA.R.E.-A-THON tS COMING'
C A R E.A-THON IS COMING'
NOVEMBER 11-12

Royal Cleaning for your house cleaning
needs. Reliable, eiperienced & insured For
smaller houeehoMs rates available every 3
weeks or monthly 353 ?00fl
Word Processing • Resumes, term papers.
thesis, dissertations on laser printer.

Call 352 6705 (9-9).

Help1 I'm transferring and I need someone to
live with my 3 wonderful roommates. Females
pease Call Teresa352-2398.
Sublease Spring 95
507 E. Merry, 2 bdrm apt. furnished
Very nice, close to campus.
Call 353-5119

Subleaser needed for spring.
Rent Negotiable. Nice place
Call 3520470.
Subleaser Needed
F subleaser needed for Spring 95
1 bedrm. appi.on3rdSt. Si88rTno.
354-7214
Subleaser Needed lor 1 bdrm. apt
Close to campus. Avail, immed.
Call 354-6015 leave message
WANTED. Sublease's for Spnng '95
2 bedroom Apt. We are graduating in December and are willing to negotiate!11 Call Nelson or
Jeff for more info: 353-9396

CALL
(2-2324 lor more details!)
Order ot Omega
There will be nomeeting
on November 6111
Order ol Omega

"PHI SIGMA KAPPA"
Congratulations to the Phi Stg
Brothers of the week:
Craig Martin and Dave Ruble
"PHI SIGMA KAPPA-

Order ot Omega
There will be nomeeting
on November 6111
Order of Omega

AA Records Are Us
WE BUY A SELL
Specializing in 50's.60's.70's A 80s
3352Lagrange
Toledo, OH

Order of Omega
There will be nomeeting
on November 6"!
BOrder ol Omega

HELP WANTED
$1500 wkfy. mailing our circulars'
No experience required* Begin Now I
For info, call 202-298-8935.
$363.60. Sell 72 funny college T-shirts - profit
$363.60. Risk-free. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.

M-F, 11-9
Sat. A Sun. 9-9
'Bring in ad A receive 20% off'

ORGANIZATIONS!" Don't miss your chance
to be in the 1995 Key Yearbook. Time is running out Can 372-8086 lor details. Ask lor Knstinor Sarah.

ALLU-CAN EAT PIZZA, SOUP A SAL AD
$3.99 M-F 11 -4. Daily Specials also
available. Campus PoHyeyes 440 E. Court

Pizza, soup 8 salad BUFFET DAILY
M-F. 11 -2 S3 99 PLUS DAILY SPECIALS!
Pagllai's 945 S. Main St. 3S2-7571

ATTENTION SHOPPERS
Do you like lisktning to
Country Music while waiting
in long lines at Chify's?
No?
Lei them know want you want to hear
FALCON HADHD
WFALMOAM
Bowling Green's Best Modern Rockl

SPRING BREAK-Nassau'Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica Irom $299. Air, Hotel.
Trantlers. Parties and More! Organize small
group - em FREE trip plus commissionsi Call
1-800 822-0321.

ATTENTION OOK APPLICANTS
N has come to our attention that tome appiicitioni turned In tor Omlcron Defta Kappa ntembersftip were not received. It you
turned In an application and wfsh to confirm whether It hae been reviewed, pleaee
calf Renee at 352-5211.
AT f t NT ION OOK APPLICANTS

Interest Meeting, Tues. Nov 15

STUDY ABROAD: FRANCE
ACADEMIC YEAR S SUMMER SESSIONS

I

office Oct. 31 - Nov. 11
$5 per team, refundable

6 p.m.. French House

Tan! Tani Tan!
1 month speoal • $30.00
352 7889 425 E Woosler

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING'
EARN RIO Hi - FREE TRAVEL!
(Caribbean. Europe, etc1) No Exper Nee. Staff
needed for busy Hotiday/Spn no/Summer
seasons GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide.
(919) 929-4398 EXT C3039
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed'
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000 - $6,000
plus per month. Room and board' TransponaDon' Male or Female. No experience necessary Call(206)S4S-4lSSe»lA5S441.
Are you an organizer? Like to get people
together? Make $$$. gain excellent business
experience and earn free travel by marketing
our Spring Break package*. Call Blue Iguana
Tours 1-800-868-7423.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All mater,a s provided. Send SASE to P.O Box
i0075.Olathe.KS660Sl.
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking for an Account Executive from Jan. *94 - Dec. '95:
"Work 20nrsArVk
'Sell and Service own Account list
' A v rg 1400 mo c o mm I tti on
'Make valuable contacts in the field
"Greater employment potential
after graduation.
Must be: Sale onented, dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Must have own car.
Call 372-2606 for more details or stop by 204
W Hall to an application

Think you were ticketed unfairly?
Appeal your on-campus parking tickets in 405
Sudent Services. II you were parked correctly
or have mitigating circumstances and were
. ticketed anyway, you have a easel Appeal
those tickets wim Student Courtl

WALTLWVWC-RLB!
NOW HIRING FOR SPRING SEMESTER
MUST ATTEND MEETING:
TUESDAY, NOV. 8TH
7:30 PM-1007 BABLDO.

Questions: 22451
WALT DISNEY WORLD!
WALT DISNEY WORLD!

Winner will compete at regionals Feb. 25-26 )

■»■■■■■>■—■—■•■»■»■■

HELP' I have been hired for an internship &
must find 1 female non-smoker to sublease
Spnng -95' Roommates are great, apt. close to
campus. $150/mo. + uol.
Call Lisa: 354-3157

53

COLLEGE BOWL '94

Held in BA Building

Female Subleaser Needed11
2 bdrm , own room, lots o' space
$945 for Spring Semester, negotiable
Comer ol 5th and High, Call 354-4096

—————

Hiring commission drivers.
Flexible hours. Campus Pollyoyes
440 E. Court-352-9638

Now hiring al UpDwn/Downtown
Coat check girls, Bartenders and Floor walkers. Apply in person between 9-iopm, Monday through Fnday In Downtown
Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The ea/fy t>rd gets the worm 1-B00-867-1960.

BOWL~ft~GREEI\ERY
SUNDAY BRUNCH
Lasagna

Roast Turkey
Prime Rib
Incll scrambled egga, hash brawns, baron
dulcheaa potatoes, mashed potatoes w/grnvy
Also hot apple crisp, cakes, and full salad bar.

OPEN 11AM- 2PM

y Amy Deeb \
r*
W
r.»

- She's SMART
- She's Beautiful
- She's Successful
esv.-i!

Stt-25 Adults
$5.95 Students/Senior Citizens
$3.25 Children 4-12
children 3 and under free
'All Student Meal Cards accepted

L^*.-*_*U*. .*-*.-*.-■*.-A *■-* -A-* Ajij;^

Looking tor X-mas Money'
Then come join EBSCO Telemarketing Service
We offer you:
•Weekly Paycheck
-Own Schedule
• Hourly rate and commisson
Come m and apply M- F after
4pm at 113 N Mam

SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS
Student Painters is looking (or Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business Gam valuable expenence.
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder Average summer earnings between $8,000-10,000. Management positions
available >n all Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canton For additional information call Man
Scrwer @ 1 600 543 3792
STUDENT TRAVEL SALES! Sunchase Tours
is seeking ambitious sales reps to promote ski
and beach trips for Spring Break "951 Earn cash
and 'ree trips CaiUoday i-800-SUNCHASE

'87 Trans-Am. tow miles, automatic, excel,
cond, power windows, mirrors and booster,
AMVFM. cassette 6 crmse Call 288-3228
For Sale: Gemeinhardt flute $250.
Armstrong Pccalo $275. Good CondiDonMust sell. Call Debbte 354-5612.
IBM COMPATABLE 386 SX laptop with an external monitor DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1 and
much more $650 Call Scon al 354-2714.
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800 289-5685
Stationary exercise bike. Pro spon 575 SE,
auto power, electronic read out. like new; $100
o bo. Must sell'354 2527

FOR RENT

215 East Poe Rd . 1 Bdrm. 6 Studios
Available starting January 2nd
Semester or Yearly Rates
353 5800. Mecca Mgrm.

353-0325 * Cany Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus Call today'
Fox Run Apt for sublease for
Spring 1995 Waaher/dryer, 2 bedrooms.
1 1/2bathrooms, very nee $70u/rnonth
call 352-6053

The Apple Tree - Spnng Meadows - Hmng
Pan-time/Seasonal Sales person. Must
have WemDte schedule Apply 11-4M-F.

SPRING SUBLEASER WANTED
(Male or Female)
Rent Beet Offer
Location: 2nd Street
Own Room
Call: 353-0268

Warned'"
Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote SRING BREAK 95 Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS CALL INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013

ei Awesome'
Spring Break Early Specials' Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen & Free Bus To
Bars $129' Daytona (Kitchens) $159> Cocoa
Beach $159' Key West $229' 1-800-678-6386.
01 Awesome Spnng Break1
Early Sign-up Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279' Includes '? Meals & 6 Par&es1
Cancun 8 Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1-800 -678-6386.
77 Dodge Van. Custom Interior
Newly rebuilt motor, new tires
muchmore $lS00rftrm.435-4510

V^r^^rV,^^

,TER FOP C-OICF n
Confidential Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

'87 Cadillac Sedan Deville. 50.000
actual miles. Very good condition.
Leather interior. Loaded. $6950.
875-6882

16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

^"ONE FREE TOPLOAD

WASH"^

I
I
I
I
I
I

(LOO VALUE)
WIN $25 IN DROP-OFF LAUNDRY
NAME
ADDRESS
,
PHONE
BRING THIS ENTRY TO GREENWOOD LAUNDRY
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT
It
Expires Dec, 9 1994
/ MMM~
— — — ■-■- — —

J
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IT'S OUR HOPE THAT WHEN
PEOPLE THINK OF TONY
PACKO'S, TWO THINGS COME
TOMIND* GREAT FOOD AND
MAT SERVICE., SETTING A
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE LIKE
THIS MAKES FOR PLENTY OF
HARD WORK TO MAINTAIN
THEM. GOOD PEOPLE ARE THE
KEY TO EVERYTHING WE WANT
TO BE. IF YOU ARE ONE OF
THESE PEOPLE, EXPERIENCED OR
INEXPERIENCED, WE NEED

YOU!!!

0^

•WAITERS* *
•WAITRESSES
APPLY IN PERSON AT 1902 FRONT STREET,
OR CALL US AT 1-691-1953 BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 8:30 A.M. AND 4:30 P.M.

A
Y*
k

She's Sates Person of the Week!! Y*
i

If s our hope that when people rhink
of Tony Packo s. 2 things come to mind
GREAT FOOO 8 GREAT SE RVICE
Setting a standard of excellence like
this makes for plenty of hard work to
maintain them Good people are the key
to even/thing we want to be. If you are
one of these people, young or seniors.
experienced to inexperienced.
WE NEED YOU'"
• WAITERS'
■WAITRESSES ■
Apply m person at 1902 Front St.
OrcaJI us af 1-891-1953
Between the hours of 8 30am-4:30pm

FOR SALE

419-243-3655

Sign up in

Female Roommate Spring '96
S22«Vmo includes util.
Cos./ to campus.
Call soon* 352 1866

(it's not too late')

BGSU Men's Chorus
Hot Tub-A-Thon
Today Sal -U-o-Oval

NOV. 18 7-8pm PRACTICE
ACTUAL
NOV. 19 10 am
TOURNAMENT

1-4 Sublease's tor spacious 2 bdrm apartment. Near campus, available for Spring
$385Tnontr, . gas. Call: 352-2139. leave
rressage

Monday N g nt Lecture Series Kicks oil*
SEXUAL ORIENTATION PANEL
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 7
8 PM
TAFT ROOM OF UNION
FREE
sponsored by UAO

ALLNUOe
(not really)

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 7
7:30PM RM 111 BA
COME SEE CHUCK MURR
DIRECTOR OF PR FOR THE
CLEVELAND CRUNCH

WANTED

Subleaser Needed Spring/Summer "95
1 person efficiency apt. $245''monih
Call and leave message: 353-1508

YES
(you can soil join UAO1)

SPORT MANAGEMENT
ALLIANCE

Would you like lo spend your Spring Break
In New York crty to learn about poverty and
racism first hand and also earn 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studlee. For information call
BillThompson al UCF Center 352-7534.
The cost is only $175 lor rood, lodging and
transportation

For more information:
General Meeting. Tues. Nov. 15
8p.m French House
or call Romance Languages
2-2667 or 2-6278

PERSONALS

FrTNESS EQUIPMENT EXPO
Student Recreation Center
Oct. 31 - Nov. 4
Stop in anytime to try the latest
in fitness equipment'

—Woodland Mall-"
NOVEMBER586

Language Requirement? Do it in
FRANCE THIS SUMMER

Resumes, Reports. Term Papers, Exams or
Thesis Papers typed neatly and quickly. 5 yrs.
eip. and reasonable rates Call 354 7136

Come experience the elegance of
JAPANESE TEA CEREMONV
presented by the BGSU Japanese Club
and Mrs. Akiko Jones
Tuesday. November 8 in the NAKAMOTO
GALLERY in IHT FINE ARTS CENTER
9 00 PM

PET PHOTO CONTEST

INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILA8LE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
11.1994.

LOST: Black Camera with Clear
shutter. Last seen on Thursday Oct. 13th
II you have it or found any cameras
Please call 3725393 Very valuable. Reward

No?
Tell them to tune m to
FALCON RADIO
WFALMOAM
Bowling Green's Best Mooorn Rock'

Voting is by DONATION

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Campaign lor Fashon'
FREE Fashion Show
Nov 6.1994 2:00pm NE Commons

-LOSTA Cannon Underwater Camera
Last seen Saturday night.
Sentimental Value
'REWARDCall: Andrea at 352-9625

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Do you want to listen to
Good Time Oldies while you
dine m a campus caletena?

CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
Remember. Don't walk alone
Pick up the phone
and call 372 8360

Little Jessica
Good luck at initiation on Saturday)
I know you'll be greatl
Know the Purpose and remember
Brotherhood'
Love, your Big. Kelly

LOST & FOUND

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Tuesday. Nov 8lh al 7'30pm
Formal Meeting in 116 BA
Speaker: Glen Shumate
Public Reletlone lor the Cleveland Indiana

WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

Delta Srgma Pi

UAO UAO UAO UAO

Alrican People's Association
Meeting in Taft Room. Union
4pm, Sat. Nov. 5.
Members 4 potential members
encouraged to attend

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS:
You can appeal your on-campus parking tickets. II you have read the parking rules and regulations and sMI believe you have mitigating
circumstances appeal your ticket within 21
days to 405 Student Services Student Court
will represent you

Students
ATTENTION*
Graphic Design and
VCT majors:
Coi ,K.I?I tl a Abstracl id. ml
expi'in'Mt I- I'll-1 i]- ■
n >■
Coni re!** h mils on slut) by
wuihiMfj in Hit tl> > Ni .'.
'
liiriion I'IM #\|)f)li< n
being ,in ppfod NOW loi
US So» Sluclcril I mplnym.Mi'
450 Slutlenl Seivico*.
In, toi
(obreqs ett:

socially

spend
$13 million
mcmtfaly
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Football is without a doubt a team
sport. In order to be successful
all 11 people on the field must
forget about their egos and work
together as a team.
Nowhere is this attitude more prevalent
than on the offensive line. Without a good
offensive line, even the best quarterbacks
couldn't be successful. However, very
seldom, if ever, does an offensive lineman
receive any recognition from outside of
his own teammates and coaches.
But, to Bowling Green offensive tackle
Jason Peters that's just fine. Peters and
the rest of the offensive line will take a
win over public recognition any day. Every
touchdown that the Falcons score on their
way back to the Las Vegas Bowl is praise
enough. They might not get credit for the
score in the record books, but in the eyes
of their offensive teammates the linemen
deserve all the credit.

m I.I n
JASON PETERS
On not getting a lot of recognition:
"When you play football as an offensive
lineman, you kind of accept the fact
that you're not going to be a glory
hound and you're not going to get
your name in the paper. But when
I see Ryan Henry or the running
backs in the paper, I know that
I'm the reason they're in there
because I gave Ryan time to
throw the ball, or I helped
open up holes so they could
get the yards.
"One of the nice things
is that when they first get
interviewed, Ryan and the
running backs give the linemen
credit! That makes us feel good,
because they realize that we're
important and they want to
give us the credit we
deserve."
On coming together ,
as a line:
/
"For two years I
played next to Norm
Hammoud; he's my
best friend and
roommate. If he
came back right
now, then we could
step up to where we
were before he got
hurt because we work
well together. When
Bob [Johnson] came in,
that first game was hard
for me because I wasn't
used to the way that Bob
played.
"But now. Bob and I have gelled
together really well. I know Bob's strengths and weaknesses and he
knows mine. Between a guard and tackle it's not really how long it's
going to take to work together, but can they work together. Some people
might not be able to make that bond, but Bob and I have done it."
On running the football late in a game:
"When we get a big lead and they know we're going to run the
ball, I take more satisfaction in the fact that we still move the ball. Against
Miami they put eight or nine guys on the line to stop the run, and we
were still running the ball. That makes me feel good because they're
throwing everything they have to stop our run and they couldn't do it.
"Sometimes Bob and I will go up there and we'll tell them that
we're going to run here. I don't know if it's cockiness or just being
confident. The only thing is you have to be able to do it."

■ ■■ ■ -.-. ■

Description of play and
reapanalbllitlea:
"This is a counter-action in the
backfield, but instead of pulling a
guard and tackle, we're just pulling
the back side tackle. We're usually
trapping the second guy on the line
of scrimmage, which is usually the
defensive end or outside linebacker.
"The front-side tackle is going to
show pass really quick to get that
guy rushing upfield. Then the frontside tackle is going to go to the
linebacker. And then I'll pull and the
running back will be right behind
me."
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